Social Media Disclaimer
This disclaimer applies to the Church Pension Group’s (CPG) presence on social media, including but not limited
to Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, YouTube, and LinkedIn. All social media content posted by CPG is provided for
informational purposes only and should not be viewed as financial, investment, tax, or other advice. CPG’s activity
on social media does not constitute a contract or an offer for any products or services. Please consult with your
personal tax, financial, legal, or other advisors before making any financial decisions or investments or purchasing
any products or services. CPG’s activity on social media is for informational purposes only and is not a substitute
for professional medical advice or treatment, nor a guarantee of coverage. Always seek the advice of a healthcare
professional
for any questions about your personal healthcare status, and prior to making changes in your approach to diet
and exercise.
Users should not disclose any personal, medical, or financial information on CPG’s social media pages. CPG’s
social media activity — including posts, comments, likes, tweets, re-tweets, follows, and favorites — should not
be considered an endorsement of any product, service, or organization by CPG.
We cannot answer product- or service-related questions on our social media pages. If you are a client of CPG
and have product- or service-related questions, please call us at (866) 802-6333, email benefits@cpg.org, or
visit www.cpg.org.
Social media are third-party sites or apps and are unaffiliated with CPG. These platforms are responsible for their
own privacy and security policies. If you choose to click on any external links, you assume accountability and risk
of usage.
Our social media pages may contain links to other websites, some of which are operated by CPG or its affiliates,
and others of which are operated by third parties. These links are provided as a convenience. We have not
necessarily reviewed all of the information on these other websites and we are not responsible for the content
of any third-party website or any products or services that may be offered through such websites.
CPG reserves the right to block or otherwise prohibit any person from accessing or using our social media pages.
Any information, comments, photos, videos (and any images, likenesses, voices, and statements contained
therein), and other content posted or actions taken by users on our social media pages are the responsibility of
the person who posted them and do not reflect the views or opinions of CPG. We are not responsible for any
user content. We do not endorse user content nor confirm its accuracy.
CPG’s privacy policy is accessible at https://www.cpg.org/global/about-us/privacy-policies/cpg-privacy-policy.
If you have any questions regarding our participation with our social media pages, please feel free to contact us
at socialmedia@cpg.org.

